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Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a complete locally convex 
Hausdorff topological vector space E. For x in C, we let Z,(x) = {z E E: 
z = x + a(y - x) for some y E C and Q > 0 }. We denote the closure of a 
subset D of E by cl(D). Recall that a mapping f: C+ E is said to be inward 
iff(x) E Z,-(x) for each x in C. It is called weakly inward iff(x) E cl@,(x)) 
for each x in C. Although we showed in [4, Theorem 3.31 that iff: C-, E is 
continuous, condensing and inward, then it has a fixed point, the 
corresponding problem for weakly inward mappings has remained open even 
in Banach spaces (cf. [5, Problem 5; 1, p. 34; 6, Problem 71). The purpose of 
the present note is to provide a partial positive answer to this problem for 
Frechet spaces. Our theorem extends the Banach space case which is due to 
Deimling [ 3 1. 
Let (qn: n = 1,2,...) be a sequence of seminorms that determines the 
topology of a Frechet space E. Let p,, = xi!, qk. Then the sequence 
(p,,: n = 1,2,...} defines the same topology and p,, < p,,+, for all n > 1. For 
a subset D of E let a,,(D) = inf(d > 0: D can be covered by a finite number 
of sets each of which has p,-diameter less than d}. A mapping f: C -+ E is 
called a k-set-contraction if there is k < 1 such that a,(f(D)) ( ka,(D) for 
all D c C and n > 1. If p is a continuous seminorm on E, D c E, x E E and 
r > 0, we define d,(x, D) = inf{ p(x - JJ): y E D} and B,(D, r) = {z E E: 
d,(z, D) < r}. The closed convex hull of D will be denoted by clco(D). 
THEOREM. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a Frechet space 
E, and let a k-set-contraction f: C -+ E be continuous and weakly inward. 
Assume that whenever the restriction off to a closed convex Kc C is weakly 
inward, the initial value problem u’(t) = f (u(t)) - u(t), u(O) = x,, has a C’ 
solution u: [0, a~) + K for each x,, in K. Then f has a fixed point. 
Remark. Let K be a bounded closed convex subset of E, and let 
g: K + E be a continuous a-Lipschitzian mapping that satisfies 
lim ,,+,+ d,(x + hg(x), K)/h = 0 for each x in K and continuous seminorm p. 
(Cf. [7, Lemma 1.51.) Let E, denote the space E seminormed by p. Suppose 
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that for each p,, m = 1, 2 ,..., E,,,, is complete and there is a seminorm p, 
such that g: K c E,,” -+ E,,,” is continuous. In this case we can indeed show 
that the initial value problem u’(t) = g(u(t)), u(0) =x,,, has a C’ solution 
U: IO, co) --) K for each x,, in K. To see this, we let lim, ‘,, r, = 0 and observe 
that for each n = 1, 2,... the problem has an r,-approximate solution 
u,: 10. co) + K with the following properties: There is a partition 0 = 1;1 < 
ry < “’ < ty < t;. , < ... of 10, co) with tl+, - t; < rn such that (i) 
u,,(O) = x0, U, is linear on [t;, tg- ,I, and q(u,(t) - u,(s)) < (M, + r,,) 1 t - s 1 
for all t and s, where q is any continuous seminorm such that q < p,, and 
M, = suptq(g(x)): x E K); (ii) p,(u;(t) - g(u,(tl))) < r,in (tl, tl+ ,); (iii) 
Pn(g(u,W)) - s@,W)) < n r in It;, fl+, I. It can be shown (cf. [2, p. 55 I) 
that the sequence (u,) has a subsequence that converges to the required 
solution. Thus the assumption of the theorem is satisfied in this case. (We 
believe that it is true in all Frechet spaces.) 
Proof of rhe theorem. Choose a point w in C. Let C, = C, and suppose 
that C, , is a closed convex subset of C that contains M! such that the 
restriction off to C,-, is weakly inward. We claim that there is a closed 
convex C, c C,- , that contains M: such that f: C, + E is weakly inward and 
u,(C,) < l/n. To see this, let {r,;} be a decreasing sequence of positive 
numbers such that x7:, ri < l/2)2. Let m satisfy k”‘o,JC,- ,) < 1/2n. Let 
K,= Cn-,r and define for 1 < i ,< m, Ki = clco(B,,(f(Ki- I)r ri/2) U (w )) n 
Kj-,. For each i. Ki is a closed convex nonempty subset of C,. , and 
a,(K,) < a,df(K,-,)) + ri < ka,(K, ,) + ri < ... < k’a,(K,) + k’ ‘r, + ... + 
kri , + ri. Thus a,(K,) ( 1/2n + I?, rj < l/n. Suppose now that f is 
weakly inward on Ki , . In order to show that f: Ki + E is also weakly 
inward, we let x belong to Ki and G be an open set that contains f (x). Since 
f(x) E W,, ,(x)), th ere is a point u in iKi ,(x) n G such that p,(u - f(x)) < 
ri/2. Let u=x+a(v-X) for some aal and uEKi-,. Since xEK,. it 
belongs to clco(B,,~(Ki ,), r,/2) U (w)). Also, u belongs to B,,df(x), rJ2). 
Therefore r = u/a t (1 - l/a)x belongs to clco(B,,(f (Ki ,),r,/2) U (w)). 
But it also belongs to Ki-, . Thus u E Ki and u E I,,(x). Since u E G and G 
was arbitrary,J(x) E cl(l,,(?r)). C onsequently, we can set C, to be K,. Now 
let K = n,::. 0 C,,. K is a nonempty closed convex subset of C. We also have 
a,(K) < a,(Cj) < aj(C,i) < lij for all j > n. Thus a,(K) = 0 for all n > 1 and 
K is compact. In order to prove that the restriction off to K is weakly 
inward, we let x belong to K. For each n = 0, 1, 2,..., there is a C’ function 
u,: IO, co) + C, such that u,(O) =x and u’,(t) = f (u,(r)) - u,(l). For a fixed 
t and n > 1, o,((nj(t): j>O))= o,,({Uj(t): j> i)) <a,,(C’i)< a,(C,) < l/i for 
i > n. Hence (Us: j 2 O} is relatively compact. Also, the sequence (u,} is 
equicontinuous. By Ascoli’s theorem there is a subsequence (u,,} that 
converges pointwise to a continuous function u: (0, co) + K and the 
convergence is uniform on each compact subset of IO+ 00). Let g: C -+ E be 
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defined by g(x) = f(x) - x. Since lim,i.+a g(u,,(t)) = g(u(t)) uniformly on 
compact subsets of IO, co), limj,= I;, g(u,(r)) dr = Ib g(u(r)) dr for each t. 
Therefore u(t) = x t (h g(u(r)) dr and u’(t) =f(u(t)) - u(t). Let p be a 
continuous seminorm on E. We have 
d,,(( 1 - h)x t M'(x), W/h 
< ~((1 - h)x + V-(x) - u(h))lh z 0. 
By 17, Lemma 1.5 1, J(x) belongs to cl(l,(x)). The restriction off to K is 
now seen to have a fixed point by the Halpern-Bergman theorem (see 17, 
Theorem 1.3 1 for a simple proof). This completes the proof. 
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